Introduction
Auto rickshaws are an essential part of urban transport. As Akshay Mani, MadhavPai and Rishi Aggarwal said in their report "Sustainable Urban Transport in India", Auto Rickshaws are a form of Intermediate Public Transport (IPT). Intermediate public transport (IPT) refers to modes that fill the gap between private transport and formal public transport modes in cities.
Thus, the citizens of Mumbai are quite dependent on auto rickshaws to go about their daily activities. However, they are also a means of livelihood for a large number of auto rickshaw drivers, thus leading to discontent regarding the fares, the quality of service, and the congestion caused by auto rickshaws. A particular fare structure has been fixed by the government based on a formula.
The auto rickshaw unions are not happy with this fare formula, condemn it as not being based on the cost of living and suggest their own formula. 1 In order to bring forth their demands, the union calls for strikes and causes temporary disruptions in the transport system. 2 On the other hand, the consumer forum, i.e. the Mumbai Grahak Panchayat also wants a revision in the fare formula, and has brought up the issue of rising refusals and improper quality of service. 3 The permits to operate an auto rickshaw are limited, thus creating the need for illegal agents between those who have a permit and those who want to provide this service. 4 Whenever there is an auto rickshaw strike, most of the city comes to a halt. The buses and the trains become more crowded than usual. For example, on 16 April 2012, over 20,000 auto rickshaws of the Mumbai Autorickshaw men's Union went on a one day strike demanding a fare hike in spite of a recent hike in the minimum auto rickshaw fare from Rs11 to Rs 12. Even though a number of auto rickshaws were still functioning, commuters had to wait in long queues at BEST bus stops.
Among them, there were also students on way to give their final exams who lost out on studying time. 5 Over the last two years, strikes and fare revisions demanded by the unions have gone up significantly as the interests of various parties are conflicting. 6 Hence, research is required into the This paper examines the political economy that determines the auto rickshaw fares in Mumbai. It also examines the relationship between regulations and the current issues faced by each party in the fare determination process of the system and evaluates certain solutions. The auto rickshaw system in Mumbai is regulated by price and entry constraints. The price constraints are that the fares are determined by a one man committee called the Hakim Committee. 7 With this regulation in place, it is very difficult to determine the actual 'price' which commuters will consider as appropriate for such an important means of transport, and auto rickshaw drivers will consider as appropriate to run their household. While the union demands a fare revision, the Mumbai Grahak
Panchayat opposes it and has demanded that before any fare hike, there should be a reduction in refusal to ply by auto rickshaw drivers. There are also entry constraints, i.e., the issue of new permits to run an auto rickshaw has been stopped. 8 According to the Mumbai Autorickshaw men's Union, this is the cause of refusal to ply, as there are very few auto rickshaw drivers to meet the increasing demand.
This paper restricts itself to the fare determination process as influenced by economic and political factors. It does not take a broad perspective regarding the functioning of the auto rickshaw system nor does it comment on any appropriate fare/fare formula.
Research papers regarding the taxicab system in the United States were studied to understand the fare determination processes in some cities there and to view their comments about regulation.
Parallels were drawn to the auto rickshaw sector in Mumbai. Research papers from India were studied to understand the auto rickshaw set up 9 and specifically the rules governing the permits for auto rickshaws in Mumbai. 10 In order to study the history of the fare determination process in Mumbai, a number of newspaper articles were viewed. With effect from 21 June 2010, the minimum auto rickshaw fares for 1.6km
was raised from Rs 9 to Rs11 and the fare for every subsequent km was raised from Rs5 to Rs 6.50.
This decision was taken after flash strikes by thousands of auto rickshaw drivers crippled the city.
Even after the fare revision, the Mumbai Autorickshawmen's Union's Assistant General Secretary 7 As per interview with ShirishDeshpande, Chairman, Mumbai GrahakPanchayat The political economy in the auto rickshaw system in Mumbai 2012
6 Researching Reality Internship Centre for Civil Society Shashank Rao said that this is just an interim hike as they have demanded a hike to Rs15 at the base level.
11
Complaining about issues such as fake meter cards and refusal to ply by auto rickshaw drivers, commuters decided to fight back and a signature campaign was launched by India Against Corruption (IAC) in Mira Road in September 2011. In just five days, they were able to collect around 17,000 signatures, a copy of which would be sent to the Regional Transport Office (RTO) and government officials.
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RTOs across the city then started a clamp-down against auto rickshaw drivers using tampered meters, after giving them a grace period of 10 days. 13 In response to the clamp-down by the RTO, the leader of the Mumbai Autorickshaw men's Union, Sharad Rao, suggested the removal of the tampered meters and an increase in share auto rickshaws across the city. This was rubbished by the officials as a stunt as share rickshaws can only be introduced on specific routes. 14 The flash strikes by auto rickshaw drivers caused issues to escalate to such an extent that the then Chief
Minister Prithviraj Chavan stepped in and called a meeting with the leaders of the auto unions to sort things out. 15 The fares were subsequently hiked with effect from 17 October 2011 by 50 paisa for every additional km, though the minimum fare for 1.6km was left unchanged. Sharad Rao once again declared this as unacceptable and pushed for fares to be calculated as per the Patankar Committee's formula which also takes the social costs into consideration. 16 At that point, Thampy
Kurian, of the Mumbai Rickshaw men's Union stood against Sharad Rao, stating that his demand of Rs19 as the minimum fare would ruin the auto rickshaw business. 17 In April 2012, the Transport Department once again raised the auto rickshaw minimum fare with effect from 20 April 2012 to Rs12 for 1.6km. While Sharad Rao condemned this hike as insulting, Thampy Kurian said that it was a temporary relief. 
Charges Amount
The political economy in the auto rickshaw system in Mumbai 2012
8 Researching Reality Internship Centre for Civil Society 19 From the above literature, the functioning of the political economy in the taxicab system in the United States and the auto rickshaw system in Mumbai comes forth. 20 The term political economy can be used to analyze how countries are managed in a system where both economic and political factors are at work(Economy Watch). Thus, in the auto rickshaw system in Mumbai, each party tries to maximize its own benefit, while the regulatory authority faces the issue of having to appease both and face negotiations and strikes from those who believe they haven't received as much benefit as possible. 19 Taxi-Auto Fare, 2010 Fare, -2012 The term 'political economy' is derived from the combinations of the Greek words "polis" (city or state) and "oikonomos" (one who manages the household) ( 
Method
This research studies the political economy which determines fares so as to find out the relationship between regulations and the current issues faced by each stakeholder. To this effect, the fare determination process and the issues of each stakeholder were studied from the following sources:
Primary Data
Interviews 
The stakeholders in the political economy
The stakeholders of the auto rickshaw system in Mumbai are: 
The Hakim Committee
This one member committee of PMA Hakim fixes the fares of auto rickshaws after conducting surveys and interacting with the auto rickshaw unions and the consumer activists. This committee was constituted in 1996, and is reconstituted during every fare revision. As mentioned before, he has been using the taxi fare formula till date to fix the fares. PMA Hakim is currently under the process of devising a new fare formula for auto rickshaws, expected by the end of July 2012.
The Auto rickshaw drivers and the representative Unions 22
According to an RTO survey, there are currently around 1,50,000 auto rickshaws catering to a population of 12.5 million. These drivers are represented by a number of unions, such as the Rickshaw ChalakMalakSena of the Shiv Sena, the Mumbai Autorickshawmen's Union of Sharad Rao, and the Mumbai Rickshawmen's Union ofThampyKurian. The oldest of these are the Rickshaw ChalakMalakSena which has around 3,000-4,000 members, and the Mumbai Autorickshaw men's Union, with around 30,000 members.
The Mumbai Autorickshawmen's Union has demanded that the fares should be calculated as per the Patankar Committee's formula, as they believe the Hakim Committee's formula does not take into account the increase in cost of living. 23 They have demanded that the minimum auto rickshaw fare should be Rs 20 for 2 km, as the 2 km pattern is followed in most other cities of India such as Delhi and Bangalore. As one of the reasons for this hike in fares, they have cited the significant expenditure incurred by drivers on idle run looking for passengers and they have therefore demanded normal and share auto rickshaw stands across the city. Share auto rickshaw is a journey fixed between two points with a fixed fare. Fare is fixed at 33.33% above normal fare and is divided among three passengers. Hence, both the driver and the commuters benefit 
10% (3) 3. 3%
(1) 
The Mumbai Grahak Panchayat(MGP) 25
Taking forward the issue of refusal to ply and other quality related issues raised by the commuters, their representative, the Mumbai Grahak Panchayat has asked that a fare hike should be matched by an improvement in the quality of services. The MGP says that it is not about the unavailability of auto rickshaws, it is just that the driver is not willing to go to certain destinations. Andheri (E),
Goregaon (E), Borivli, Jogeshwari, Bandra, Kandivli, Mulund, Ghatkopar, Chembur and Kurla are the areas where this issue is most prevalent. Even when the auto rickshaw drivers are on duty and thus legally bound to not refuse passengers, they often do not stop at all, especially for women, children and senior citizens. Even when they do stop, they often refuse if the destination is not convenient to them. Such issues escalate during the monsoons. 26 The MGP has demanded that the minimum distance should be changed to 1 km, with a simultaneous reduction in fares to Rs 8.
Due to the use of the old mechanical meter, commuters end up paying more for the same distance as they can be easily tampered. Electronic meters should therefore be installed in all auto rickshaws. A measure has also been imposed by the RTO that the manufacturers of the electronic meters install a system in the meter wherein an ERROR message will appear if it has been tampered. They have also demanded that the fare structure be modified slightly, that the metered increment after the minimum 1.6 km should be 0.1 km as opposed to 0.2 km. This is because commuters are charged for every 200 meters before the actual distance is travelled. As soon as the minimum 1.6 km is crossed, the meter drops and the fare payable is Rs13.50, which is actually for a distance of 1.8 km. Even if the commuter travels only 1.61 km, he ends up paying the fare of 1.8
km.
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Another issue that the MGP has raised with the current fares is that 75% of the auto rickshaw there is a fare hike, the driver will not end up earning much more, it is the owner who gets a high return on investment.
Regional Transport Office (RTO)
There are three RTOs in Mumbai which are responsible for issuing licenses, 28 
Multi-purpose auto rickshaw agents 33
There are a number of agents in Mumbai who are like a one stop shop for all issues to do with auto rickshaws. The particular agent that I spoke to sells auto rickshaw spare parts, helps in getting loans, getting insurance, and most importantly in buying and selling auto rickshaw permits.
The permit buying and selling is done through acquaintances and anyone who knows a seller and a buyer can become the agent. The value of the permit varies as per the demand and supply, with the usual rate currently at Rs75,000 for three years. He earns a commission of around Rs 1,000-2,000 on each deal. This illegal market created due to the issue of permits being stopped is a significant cost that has to be borne by the auto rickshaw driver/owner, thus influencing their demands for a fare hike.
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Issued to auto rickshaw drivers based on a driving test (As per interview with NandkumarMistry, ACP Traffic) 29 The RTO issues badges to drivers of Public Service Vehicles such as auto rickshaws and taxis (Motor Vehicles Department, 2008). In Mumbai, these badges are issued to drivers with a domicile of 15 years (As per interview with ShashankRao, Assistant General Secretary, Mumbai Autorickshawmen's Union) 30 One needs a permit to ply regularly in the district for offering auto rickshaw on hire or rewards permit in the form 'PCOP' which is valid for five years. ("Rules and regulations governing the city permits of auto rickshaws in Mumbai". Accessed on 26 June 2012. ) 31 Issued to verify fitness of the vehicle to be plied 32 As per informal survey conducted among commuters 33 As per interview with multi-purpose auto rickshaw agent Nowhere in the agreement between the buyer and seller is it written that the permit is being 'sold' for the stipulated amount. It is just written that as the permit owner can't ride an auto rickshaw, he/she is giving it to this other driver to run on his behalf for a certain period. If the agreement mentions 'sold', then insurance on the auto rickshaw does not get passed.
Traffic Police
The traffic police have the power to fine and arrest the auto rickshaw drivers in case of violation of the Motor Vehicles Act, a power which the RTO does not have. There is a prosecution cell in the Traffic Control Branch to handle these violations. 
Why deregulate?
Thus, every stakeholder has raised issues from its own point of view regarding the current fare structure. The Hakim Committee, while having the power to decide the fares, faces the pressure of the political economy when taking this decision. This setup with entry and price regulations can't hope to fulfil most of the demands without hurting other parties. Deciding the right fares so as to please all parties, and at the same time ensuring a high quality of service is not a task the political economy is handling effectively. The new fare formula expected by the end of July 2012 may please the auto union if it represents the cost of living adequately. However, as the existing complaint mechanism is ineffective at reducing cases of refusal to ply, this bone of contention will continue to exist.
An ideal situation would be to deregulate the market, with demand and supply taking care of all issues. Aiming towards this situation, certain measures of partial deregulation could be examined and implemented.
Measures of partial deregulation a) Issue of new permits 35
Currently in Mumbai, new permits are not being issued. There is thus a situation where around 70% of the permit holders don't drive an auto rickshaw; instead they rent it out for three year periods at around Rs80, 000. Due to the limited number of auto rickshaws catering to a large population, the problem of refusal is significant. The auto rickshaw union has suggested issue of new permits to deal with this problem. 36 However, deciding the appropriate number of permits to be issued is also going to be a problem, as there is no scientific basis for this decision. An alternative to this would be periodic issue of a certain number of new permits in order to meet the increasing demand.
For example, in Indianapolis, United States, the entry into the taxicab market was liberalized after conducting research in 1994. Restrictions on the number of taxicabs on the street were removed.
Other restrictions to do with vehicle standards were also removed but minimum safety standards 
b) Differential pricing
Differential pricing can be of various types. Two ways of implementing differential pricing are:
i)
Based on distance travelled: A high fare structure may be fixed for long distances, while a low fare system may be fixed for short distances. If the destination at a long distance is far from where the driver has to go at the end of his shift, he may not want to go as he may or may not get a return passenger. Thus, long trips have higher costs for an auto rickshaw driver and having a higher fare structure for such trips is like an incentive. However, this system has its own pitfalls. First of all, fixing a "high" fare structure and a "low" fare structure again falls into the hands of a regulatory body, leading to similar issues as we are currently facing. Secondly, commuters will not agree to a higher fare for certain trips, it will be viewed upon as unfair. 
d) Zone based pricing
The city of Mumbai could be divided into zones, with fares being determined by the number of zones crossed. A flat price could be fixed for trips within a zone. A similar system was established in Washington, District of Columbia, United States along with removal of all barriers to entry except those to do with minimum safety standards. (Harris, Lee, Taxicab Economics:
The Freedom to Contract for a Ride, July 2, 2010).
e) Private auto rickshaw fleets
Another means of partial deregulation is allowing private auto rickshaw fleets to operate and compete to offer better services at lower prices. This could be an important solution to the issue of quality of service, such as driving skills, rude behaviour of the driver, and refusal. Under a fleet owner system with one man-multiple permit owner policy, the fleet owner will take ex ante measures to improve the service and is not dependent on any ex post mechanism such as the RTO's complaint system. In order to establish product differentiation, the private fleet owner will be incentivised to improve the service. Some private auto rickshaw fleets have been established in India. 
Rickshawale, Mumbai
This scheme was launched on October 13 and received an average of 350 customers each day at that time. It started with 300 auto rickshaw drivers, which increased to 400 in four days. However, four days after its launch, it ran into trouble with the RTO due to the convenience charge. Legally, there is no provision by which this extra fee can be charged, and neither had the co-founder, Hemant Jain, secured adequate permission from the Regional Transport Authority (RTA). 40 Rickshawale checks the meters of all its auto rickshaws, and ensures that they have not been 
Some arguments against deregulation and their validity a) Permit deregulation will lead to congestion
According to the Mumbai Grahak Panchayat (MGP), the commuters and the ACP traffic, 43 issue of new permits will lead to increased congestion on the already congested roads in Mumbai. Though both the MGP and the commuters feel that this measure is necessary to meet the increased demand for auto rickshaws, they agree that it will add to the problem of traffic.
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However, it may not necessarily be that when the barriers to entry are reduced, the number of auto rickshaw drivers will continuously increase. In the auto rickshaw market, when number of permits is increased, the price to the commuters will reduce due to the increased supply. Some existing drivers may even go out of business. They will be replaced by new entrants who can offer the same or better service at the reduced price, and yet make a profit. Only a certain number of drivers will continue to make a profit, and the rest will go out of business. New drivers will only enter the However, it is still a matter to think about whether the roads in Mumbai can bear that temporary jump in the number of auto rickshaws, even though in the long run it is beneficial to all parties involved.
Another point against this argument is that putting a cap on the number of auto rickshaws on the road will hardly prevent congestion, as people are still allowed to freely purchase as many personal vehicles as they want. This restriction on permits is also economically regressive as it gives the relatively rich people with personal vehicles the freedom to use as much space on the road as they 43 As per interview conducted with NandkumarMistry, Additional Commissioner of Police (ACP), Traffic
As per interview conducted with ShirishDeshpande, Chairman, Mumbai GrahakPanchayat and as per survey conducted among 30 commuters Centre for Civil Society want, but restricts the relatively poor auto rickshaw drivers giving the reason that this must be done to reduce congestion.
b) Deregulation will affect the auto rickshaw drivers
The Auto rickshaw union argues that if price and entry regulations are removed, the competition will force auto rickshaw drivers to cut the prices. This will reduce their earnings and thus not let them earn a decent livelihood. However, restrictions of entry have raised the cost of running an auto rickshaw to obscene levels. Most auto rickshaw drivers are not owners, and neither do they have permits.
45 Thus, they have to pay a rent per shift to the auto rickshaw owner and also pay a lump sum amount to the permit holder to secure the permit. The driver is pushed to work hard and long hours to meet the permit and the rent expenses. If the auto rickshaw sector is deregulated, these costs will be reduced. For example, in New York, the number of taxicabs medallions is fixed at 12,187. Thus, the price of the medallion is pushed up to between US$150,000 and US$250,000 due to the scarcity. (Harris, Lee, Taxicab Economics: The Freedom to Contract for a Ride, July 2, 2010).
c) Increase in bad transport service providers on the road 46
The ACP traffic argues that the auto rickshaw drivers do not drive properly due to the lack of training and education. He says that if the entry restrictions are removed, it will lead to an increase in the number of bad drivers on the road. The MGP has also brought the issue of quality of service to the fore. Under the current regulated mechanism, even with the RTO's complaint mechanism and the vigilance of the traffic police, the quality continues to be poor, and a cause of problems to the commuters. Economic regulations ensure that the auto rickshaw driver has little incentive to Thus, the establishment of more private auto rickshaw fleets will actually lead to an improvement in the driving and the general quality of the service. In order to attract customers, these fleets will provide proper training to their drivers and may even upgrade the vehicles. Moreover, with the effort and money spent on implementing price and entry regulations reduced or eliminated, the RTO can concentrate on the implementation of quality and safety standards, thus doubly reenforcing the improvement in quality. 
Share auto rickshaws
With all the contradicting viewpoints of the auto rickshaw union, the Mumbai GrahakPanchayat, and the traffic police, the one thing they seemed to agree upon was the establishment of share auto rickshaw stands all across Mumbai, and not limiting them to just the railway stations. The share rickshaw stands benefit the auto rickshaw driver as he is allowed to earn a premium on the journey. It benefits the commuter as he has to pay less for the same journey. Commuters are also willing to travel by share rickshaw in commutes other than to and from railway stations.
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It benefits the traffic police as the congestion on the road reduces. The concept of share auto rickshaws is also beneficial to the society at large as it reduces environmental pollution. Thus, this is a win-win situation for all and should be implemented. However, the lack of space in the city is a big issue.
There are share rickshaw stands at every railway station in Mumbai. However, due to the tiny roads that lead up to these stations, the stands cause a lot of congestion and virtually end up blocking the While establishing share auto rickshaw stands across the city, the lack of space is again a problem.
A solution to this could be to utilise the space underneath the flyovers wherever possible. This space is currently just going to waste in most areas of Mumbai. 
Conclusion
The way forward for the auto rickshaw sector in Mumbai is to conduct further research into and implement the measures of partial deregulation. Each of these measures have their own pitfalls, which also require due consideration. However, this paper proves the issues created due to the regulation in the economy, and thus necessitates further research into the measures of deregulation.
Encouraging the establishment of private auto rickshaw fleets is an achievable and beneficial measure, and so steps must be taken in this regard. This is an important market based solution which will ensure healthy competition to provide quality services at lesser prices. The idea of selling SIM cards to commuters innovated by drivers at the private auto rickshaw fleet "Rickshawale" is a significant success of market solutions. As opposed going on strike to demand a fare hike, these private auto rickshaw drivers themselves corrected the problem.
An idealistic measure would be to replace the existing three-seater auto rickshaws with larger ones which can promote shared travelling. This would ensure a further reduction in the fares to each individual commuter, while also not adding to the problem of congestion on the roads.
Another measure which enjoys a consensus and which can be made a reality is the share auto rickshaw stands across the city. Hence, effective steps should be taken in this direction so as to slowly but surely move away from the pitfalls of the political economy. Shankar Salvi, an auto rickshaw union leader, had proposed more than 450 routes for share auto rickshaws in the suburbs.
However, only 80 have so far been approved, with only 40 being actually run. 49 Undoubtedly, providing space for share and other auto rickshaw stands is a problem in as congested a city as
Mumbai, but measures to solve this such as those suggested in the paper must be innovated. 
Would you still use auto-rickshaws, if there is (Answer yes or no)
10% hike in auto-fares 15-20% hike in auto fares
